
1-BE DROOM SUIT E
with sharing pool** (45-60m2)

Booking Code: A3 - A4

These lavishing One-Bedroom Suites showcase
stunning views of the natural gardens or the
Aegean sea. The spacious living room and
separate bedroom make them ideal for privacy
and relaxation. They also feature a sharing garden
and an outdoor heated sharing pool 17-23m2.

Short description: Ground floor level, 45-60m2,
1 bedroom, 1 separate living room with sofa bed,
1 bathroom with Jacuzzi bathtub and separate
shower, sharing garden, sharing outdoor heated
pool 17-23m2.
View: Sea view (A4) or garden view (A3)
Décor: Modern-classic décor with a mixture of
beige and gold colours. Some suites also feature a
touch of burgundy colour. Furniture from the
Italian Boffi Collection.
Beds: Queen-size or twin beds
Extra Bed: Sofa bed in the living room.
Bathrooms: One marble lined bathroom with
Jacuzzi bathtub and separate shower.
Maximum Occupancy: 2 adults + 1 child.
Interconnecting Options: No

* in a selection of 1-Bedroom suites with sharing pool,
** The pool can be heated upon extra charge (in a
selection of Suites), *** for detailed information please see
the Accommodation Chart

1-BEDROOM SUITE with sharing pool**
(45-60m2) 

These lavishing One-Bedroom Suites showcase stunning views 
of the natural gardens or the Aegean sea. The spacious living 
room and separate bedroom make them ideal for privacy and 
relaxation. They also feature a sharing garden and an outdoor 
heated sharing pool 17-23m2.

Short description:  Ground floor level, 45-60m2, 1 bedroom, 
1 separate living room with sofa bed, 1 bathroom with Jacuzzi 
bathtub and separate shower, sharing garden, sharing outdoor 
heated pool 17-23m2.
View:  Sea view or garden view.
Décor:  Modern-classic décor with a mixture of beige and gold 
colours. Some suites also feature a touch of burgundy colour. 
Furniture from the Italian Boffi Collection.
Beds: Queen-size or twin beds.
Extra Bed: Sofa bed in the living room.
Bathrooms:  One marble lined bathroom with Jacuzzi bathtub 
and separate shower.
Maximum Occupancy: 2 adults + 2 children or 3 adults + 1 
child.
Interconnecting Options: No

* in a selection of 1-Bedroom suites with sharing pool,
** The pool can be heated upon extra charge (in a selection 
of Suites), *** for detailed information please see the 
Accommodation Chart


